Land to the south of Romsey Avenue, Portchester
Transport Assessment Addendum
Foreman Homes Ltd

APPENDIX A

STUART MICHAEL ASSOCIATES

Sarah Allen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gammer, Nick <Nick.Gammer@hants.gov.uk>
12 July 2019 15:25
Sarah Allen
David Wiseman; 'Kate Little'
Romsey Avenue Comments
5611 - Walking Cycling Audit Rev A.pdf; April 2019 RSA - Land South of Romsey
Avenue Porchester.pdf; Technical Note - Review of existing on street parking and
proposed parking restrictions Rev A.pdf

Hi Sarah
Thank you for the attached updated Technical Notes (TN), submitted following precious comments raised in relation
to this application in my email of 6th June 2019.
TN walking and cycling audit, revision 2
The statement that the improvements investigated by the Downend Road site are funded has been corrected in the
updated TN and it is now stated this application has been refused. It is also stated that the Romsey Road application
will fund the relevant improvements via contribution; these are included in the contribution as set out below. The
updated TN includes Providing an improved surface to PF 117 at Upper Cornaway Lane as a route that future
residents of Romsey Avenue will use and as such this has been added to the previous list, copied below or clarity,
and an additional contribution value has been added.
The TN has not been updated to review the most direct pedestrian route to Portchester centre via the A27,
however, as previously stated, this has been carried out but the highway authority and the required pedestrian
improvements (dropped kerbs and tactile paving should be provided at Nelson Avenue and tactile paving at
Westlands Grove) have been included in the contribution value.
It is noted that the site access works, the works to improve Beaulieu Avenue/ A27 junction and the pedestrian and
cycle scheme proposed at Cornaway Land roundabout will cater for a number of the suggested improvements. A
contribution towards the provision of the remaining improvements identified, as set out below, is required.
- Dropped kerbs and tactile paving at Ashtead Close / Romsey Avenue junction
- Dropped kerbs and tactile paving where Hatherley Crescent is met by Quintrel Avenue opposite Stoneleigh
Close.
- Dropped kerbs and tactile paving either side of Hatherley Crescent where the footpath to Cornaway Lane
begins.
- Dropped kerbs and tactile paving at Nelson Avenue and tactile paving at Westlands Grove
- Tactile paving at Upper Cornaway Lane (iTransport review)
- Tactile paving at the 7 locations along The Crossways (iTransport review)
- Improving the surface of PF 117 at Upper Cornaway Lane (iTransport review).

Road Safety Audit
The April 2019 RSA (document reference 1926) has a designer s response that only deals with that RSA. There is still
no designer s response to RSA document reference 1812, only updated drawings, which is insufficient. Please
provide RSA 1812 with associated designers response attached to allow comment to be made.
Comments on RSA ref 1926:
1. Audit Item 3.1.1 Designer s response acceptable.
2. Audit Item 3.3.1 The auditor s comments are valid, the new proposals by the designer (drawing 5611.028)
appear acceptable, however confirmation from the auditor that the new proposals overcome the concerns
raised is required.
3. Audit Item 3.4.1 Designer s response acceptable.
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4. Audit Item 3.5.1 Designer s response acceptable.
5. Audit Item 3.5.2 Designer s response acceptable.

TN Review of on street parking survey and proposed on street parking restrictions, Revision 2
In my previous email and when meeting I stated that parking restrictions are required both sides of Romsey Avenue
between the site Access Road and Beulieu Avenue junction to make the development acceptable. At peak times the
proposed development is forecast to approximately double vehicle flows on this section of highway and these
restrictions are required to ensure safe two way traffic movements. Parking restrictions have not been provided for
the full length on the northern side, however, the proposed parking restrictions, driveways and newly proposed
layby parking (to be delivered by the developer) provide adequate parking restrictions. Parking restrictions on the
southern side of Romsey Avenue between the proposed site access and Beaulieu Avenue have not been shown on
drawing 5611.023 Rev B and should be provided to ensure safe and convenient two way traffic movements.
The displacement of parking due to the proposed introduction of these parking restrictions has been summarised in
the updated TN. Although no parking restrictions have been shown on the southern side of Romsey Avenue
between the site access and Beaulieu Avenue, for the purposes of the parking assessment this area has been kept
clear of parking. As such the parking review is as if the required restrictions are in place. A number of vehicles would
be affected, however there appears to be adequate available parking within reasonable walking distance of current
parking locations (with a maximum displacement of 38.7m) to not incentivise inappropriate or dangerous parking.
As such the highway authority does not object to the principle of implementation of parking restrictions as it does
not appear there would be a residual unacceptable impact on the highway network due to displaced parking.
However, the highway authority will request that the LPA assess the amenity impacts of the proposed parking
restrictions and subsequent displaced parking.
It should also be noted that the TRO process is open to public consultation and the implementation of parking
restriction is therefore not guaranteed. Also, the extent of parking restrictions may require amending based on
public comments received. Furthermore, a contribution of £6,000 is required to implement an additional TRO should
further parking restrictions be required on the western side of Beaulieu Avenue, to ensure two way flow is
maintained.
Comments on drawing 5611.023 Rev B:
a) The visibility splay at the junction of Beaulieu Ave & Romsey Ave in the east direction is incorrectly
drawn, it should be to the edge of carriageway.
b) If the east direction is drawn correctly, the last car (nearest Beaulieu Ave) will be within the splay, so this
may require the parking bays to be reduced to two spaces. If so, this would have implications for the
parking displacement assessment, which should be revisited.
c) A form of deterrent to stop parking on the wider verges/footways at the junction of Beaulieu Ave &
Romsey Ave is required and should be marked on this drawing.

Mitigation
As stated in my previous email, the following contribution is required to mitigate the development. Please can you
confirm this is agreed.
• Delme Roundabout contribution: £12,323 (proportional to percentage share of traffic growth due to the
development)
• Downend Rd/ A27 works contribution: £60,350 (proportional to percentage share of traffic growth due to
the development)
• Cornaway Ln Roundabout cycle improvements: £907,179 (50% of the works cost estimate given wider
benefit of the scheme)
• Footway widening: £75/sqm x 240m = £18,000 (widening from 1.6m to 2m footway into existing grass
verge. 1 sqm per linear metre to account for tie in).
• Walking audit measures: £19,000 (4 pairs of dropped kerbs + tactiles at £3,000 per pair and 7 pairs of tactile
paving at £1,000 ), £18,400 towards providing an improved surface to PF 117 at Upper Cornaway Lane
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•

•
•

School Travel Plan: £85,000 (including production of the travel plan (which includes annual updates during
the development and a small budget for resources e.g. hi viz), appropriate cycle/scooter storage,
improvements highlighted but not delivered in the existing TP (signage, waiting shelter, electric gates),
measures identified in the updated travel plan).
Beaulieu Avenue parking restriction TRO contribution: £6,000.
Total: £1,126,252

Best wishes
Nick
Nick Gammer BA (Hons) MSc MCIHT
Principal Transport Engineer – Highways Development Planning
Strategic Transport
Hampshire County Council
Economy, Transport & Environment
2nd Floor, EII Court West, The Castle, Winchester, SO23 8UD
Tel: 01962 826994
Email: nick.gammer@hants.gov.uk
Web: www.hants.gov.uk

Hampshire County Council operates a pre-application highway advice service for developers.
Hampshire County Council welcomes and encourages discussions before a developer submits a planning application.
Please follow this link for further information
https://www.hants.gov.uk/transport/developers/highwaysdevelopmentplanning
From: Sarah Allen <sga@stuartmichael.co.uk>
Sent: 20 June 2019 11:32
To: Gammer, Nick <Nick.Gammer@hants.gov.uk>
Cc: David Wiseman <dlw@stuartmichael.co.uk>; Kate Little <Kate.Little@foremanhomesltd.co.uk>
Subject: RE: April 2019 RSA
Hi Nick
Hope you had a lovely holiday.
Please find attached:
•
•

•

the updated walk / cycle audit that includes commitment from the client to provide contributions for the
list of improvements as set out in your email.
The updated parking review report that now includes the new layby on Romsey Ave and a recalculation of
the walking distances as a result of relocated parked cars. This shows the average walk distance is some
17.85m compared to 14m in the previous assessment.
The full RSA

I would like to include all these documents to the updated TA Addendum so I m hoping you would be happy to
review and provide comments / agreement to the above information. In particular it would be good to get a view
from HCC on the cycle lane improvement that HCC would prefer to see at the A27 / Beaulieu Ave junction.
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Technical Note

Project: Land south of Romsey Ave. Portchester

SMA Ref: 5611

Subject: Summary of actions from meeting with HCC dated 14 March 2019
Prepared by: Sarah Allen / Dave Wiseman

Date:

15/03/19

1.1.

This Technical Note provides a summary of the key points discussed within the meeting
between Foreman Homes, Stuart Michael Associates (SMA) and Hampshire County Council
(HCC) on 14 March 2019. These points relate to the information provided to HCC following on
from the meeting on 14 November 2018.

1.2.

The bullet points below set out a summary of each point as discussed with HCC in the meeting
and the agreed route forward.
Summary of Points Discussed:


It was agreed that information had been provided to cover all the points raised by HCC as set
out in SMA Technical Note “Summary of actions from meeting with HCC dated 14 November
2018”; Agreed



Updated tracking drawings for a pantechnicon taking into account on street parking has been
provided, this also needs to be provided for a super large refuse vehicle; Agreed SMA to
provide.



SMA scheme for taking cyclists off carriageway at the A27 / Beaulieu Avenue junction and
minor widening at the bellmouth as shown in Drawing 5411.016 is acceptable to HCC subject
to minor changes to the design which can be completed during the detailed design stage.
This will be provided under S278; Agreed.



HCC request for provision of a new layby to provide parking along the eastern side of
Beaulieu Avenue and so ensure two way working along the road through provision of a 5.5m
wide is acceptable to HCC. These works would be provided under S278; Agreed



The provision of a parking layby on the site access road is acceptable to HCC, this will be
provided as part of Section 278 works, alongside the provision of a 2m footways and drop
kerb crossing points as shown on SMA Drawing 5611.002B; Agreed



HCC requested that SMA contact the Fire Brigade and obtain a view on the access road and
emergency access. If Fire Brigade have no objection, then access will be accepted by HCC;
Action – SMA to contact Fire Brigade.



Further information is sought by HCC on the visibility splays from the junctions of Beaulieu
Ave / Romsey Ave, Romsey Ave / Site Access Road and Site Access Road / access to
garages in relation to the parked cars shown in the parking survey and the provision of the
double yellow parking restriction on the bellmouths, to ensure that there is sufficient space
along Romsey Avenue to accommodate any cars observed in the parking survey within these

areas are not displaced on to surrounding roads. This should include an understanding of
increased walking distances for those cars that are displaced; Action SMA to review and
respond.


Given the provision of the layby for parking on Beaulieu Ave, Foreman Homes would wish to
consider the revision of the CEMP to allow HGV delivery vehicles to the site. This had
previously been restricted to rigid vehicles to make allowance for the on street parking. HCC
will consider this in light of the results of the above review.

 It was agreed that the developer would provide contributions to the A27 / Downend /
Shearwater signalised junction and The Delme Arms Roundabout in proportion to the
development impact. HCC to provide contribution sums for discussion; Action HCC to
provide contribution sum.


With regard to cycle, pedestrian and school improvements, HCC suggested a combined
contribution to cover this proportionate to development impact. This money would then be
allocated by HCC to relevant schemes; Action HCC to provide contribution sum for
discussion.

1.3.

SMA request that HCC review the points above and confirm that no outstanding issues raised
by HCC have been missed.

Sarah Allen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gammer, Nick <Nick.Gammer@hants.gov.uk>
26 March 2019 14:50
Sarah Allen; Morton, Stuart
David Wiseman; Kate Little; Steve Carrington
RE: 5611 - Romsey Avenue, Portchester [Filed 28 May 2019 15:42]

Hi Sarah
Thank you for producing the meeting note. I ve copied this below and provided some comments in red.
1.1. This Technical Note provides a summary of the key points discussed within the meeting between Foreman
Homes, Stuart Michael Associates (SMA) and Hampshire County Council (HCC) on 14 March 2019. These points
relate to the information provided to HCC following on from the meeting on 14 November 2018.
1.2. The bullet points below set out a summary of each point as discussed with HCC in the meeting and the agreed
route forward.
Summary of Points Discussed:
• It was agreed that information had been provided to cover all the points raised by HCC as set out in SMA
Technical Note Summary of actions from meeting with HCC dated 14 November 2018 ; The points raised in
the Highway Authority s response dated 23rd October 2018 were largely covered by the Technical Note. The
additional information provided in the Technical Note did not satisfactorily address all the Highway
Authority concerns raised.
• Updated tracking drawings for a pantechnicon taking into account on street parking has been provided, this
also needs to be provided for a super large refuse vehicle; Agreed SMA to provide.
• SMA scheme for taking cyclists off carriageway at the A27 / Beaulieu Avenue junction and minor widening at
the bellmouth as shown in Drawing 5411.016 is acceptable to HCC subject to minor changes to the design
which can be completed during the detailed design stage. This will be provided under S278; Agreed.
• HCC request Applicant suggested provision of a new layby to provide parking along the eastern side of
Beaulieu Avenue and so ensure two way working along the road through provision of a 5.5m wide
carriageway is acceptable to HCC. These works would be provided under S278; Agreed. Parking restrictions
may be required on the western side of Beaulieu Avenue to ensure two way flow is maintained; this shall be
considered further by the highway authority upon submission of further information relating to the extent
of parking restrictions and parking displacement.
• The provision of a parking layby on the site access road to provide unimpeded two way flow is acceptable to
HCC, this will be provided as part of Section 278 works, alongside the provision of a 2m footways and drop
kerb crossing points as shown on SMA Drawing 5611.002B; Agreed. Parking restrictions will be required on
the eastern side of the access road to ensure two way flow is maintained.
• HCC requested that SMA contact the Fire Brigade and obtain a view on the access road and emergency
access. If the Fire Brigade have no objection, then a single point of access will be considered acceptable by
HCC; Action SMA to contact Fire Brigade.
• Further information is sought by HCC on the visibility splays from the junctions of Beaulieu Ave / Romsey
Ave, Romsey Ave / Site Access Road and Site Access Road / access to garages in relation to the parked cars
shown in the parking survey and the provision of the double yellow parking restriction on the bellmouths, to
ensure that there is sufficient space along Romsey Avenue to accommodate any cars observed in the
parking survey within these areas are not displaced on to surrounding roads. This should include an
understanding of increased walking distances for those cars that are displaced; Action SMA to review and
respond. The proposed extent of the parking restrictions shown on drawings 5611.017 and 5611.002 Rev B
are insufficient to provide the required visibility splays. The highway authority will review any updated
proposed parking restrictions, considering whether these satisfactorily address concerns regarding visibility
and movements through the junctions, and will also review whether any displaced parking will have a severe
impact on the operation or safety of the highway network. The highway authority will request that the LPA
assess the amenity impacts of the parking restrictions and subsequent displaced parking.
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•

•

•

Given the provision of the layby for parking on Beaulieu Ave, Foreman Homes would wish to consider the
revision of the CEMP to allow HGV delivery vehicles to the site. This had previously been restricted to rigid
vehicles to make allowance for the on street parking. HCC will consider this in light of the results of the
above review. Tracking of an HGV will be required for consideration. Note that should HGV access be
achievable, the highway authority are likely to highlight to the LPA that they may wish to consider the
amenity impacts of allowing HGV construction traffic.
It was agreed that the developer would provide contributions to the A27 / Downend / Shearwater signalised
junction and The Delme Arms Roundabout in proportion to the development impact. HCC to provide
contribution sums for discussion; Action HCC to provide contribution sum. Agreed.
With regard to cycle, pedestrian and school improvements, HCC suggested a combined contribution to cover
this proportionate to development impact. This money would then be allocated by HCC to relevant
schemes; Action HCC to provide contribution sum for discussion. As requested in the highway authority
response, a full review of pedestrian and cycle facilities and any required improvements should be provided
between the site, Portchester railway station and Portchester centre. Once this is supplied a contribution
value can be determined.

1.3. SMA request that HCC review the points above and confirm that no outstanding issues raised by HCC have been
missed.
• It was mentioned at the meeting that the current proposals are based on OS mapping, which does not
provide an acceptable level of accuracy. All proposals, including vehicle tracking, are required on plans
based on a topographical survey of the area. Also, a road safety audit (RSA1) should be completed on all
proposed designs.
• SMA to provide evidence that the junction of Beaulieu Avenue/ A27 operates more efficiently at school
times than in network peak times.
• HCC confirmed that the updated Travel Plan (issue 4) has been reviewed and is considered acceptable.
Best wishes
Nick
Nick Gammer BA (Hons) MSc MCIHT
Senior Transport Engineer – Highways Development Planning
Strategic Transport
Hampshire County Council
Economy, Transport & Environment
2nd Floor, EII Court West, The Castle, Winchester, SO23 8UD
Tel: 01962 826994
Email: nick.gammer@hants.gov.uk
Web: www.hants.gov.uk

Hampshire County Council operates a pre-application highway advice service for developers.
Hampshire County Council welcomes and encourages discussions before a developer submits a planning application.
Please follow this link for further information
https://www.hants.gov.uk/transport/developers/highwaysdevelopmentplanning
From: Sarah Allen <sga@stuartmichael.co.uk>
Sent: 21 March 2019 11:41
To: Gammer, Nick <Nick.Gammer@hants.gov.uk>; Morton, Stuart <Stuart.Morton@hants.gov.uk>
Cc: David Wiseman <dlw@stuartmichael.co.uk>; Kate Little <Kate.Little@foremanhomesltd.co.uk>; Steve Carrington
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<steve.carrington@foremanhomesltd.co.uk>
Subject: 5611 - Romsey Avenue, Portchester
Hi Nick /Stuart
Pleased find attached a note that summarises the main points and actions raised in the meeting on 14th March 2019.
Please can you review and let me know that you are happy with the actions set out and that no points / actions have
been missed?
Thanks
Sarah Allen
Associate Director
Stuart Michael Associates Limited
Coombe House,
Coombe Square,
Thatcham,
Berkshire RG19 4JF.
Telephone: 01635 867711
Facsimile: 01635 861715
www.stuartmichael.co.uk

Stuart Michael Associates Ltd. Registered in England and Wales. Registration Number: 3739154
This document (and any attachments) is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed, it may be
confidential and the subject of legal professional privilege. Any disclosure, use, storage or copying of this document
without the consent of the sender is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender immediately if you are not the
intended recipient and immediately delete this email from your system.
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Technical Note

Project: Land south of Romsey Ave. Portchester

SMA Ref: 5611

Subject: Summary of actions from meeting with HCC dated 14 November 2018
Prepared by: Sarah Allen / Dave Wiseman

Date:

15/11/18

1.1.

This Technical Note provides a summary of the key points discussed within the meeting
between Foreman Homes, Stuart Michael Associates (SMA) and Hampshire County Council
(HCC) on 14 November 2018. These points relate to those raised within HCC’s consultation
response dated 29th October 2018.

1.2.

The bullet points below set out a summary of each point as set out in the HCC consultation
response and the agreed route forward as discussed in the meeting.
Points raised in main text:


The access road is constructed out of concrete which will need to be rebuilt.

Route forward: Agreed, this will be confirmed in an Addendum to the TA to be submitted
to HCC.


The site access will also need to be tracked for an Artic lorry and pantechnicon

Route forward: Tracking will be provided for a pantechnicon. A large articulated vehicle
tracking is only required for construction purposes. This will be addressed in a draft
Construction Management Plan setting out restriction to vehicle size, hours of
construction (avoiding the start / finish school period) and construction traffic route.


Information on whether a second point of access was considered

Route forward: This was considered and will be explained in the Addendum TA


No consideration has been given to on road parking limiting the available width for
vehicles to safely enter / egress the site…

Route forward: This will be addressed within the Addendum to the TA along with a
comprehensive approach to reviewing parking on roads within the immediate area,
including consideration to the provision of an existing parking availability and demand
ratio based on the methodology set out in the Lambeth Parking Survey Methodology.
Consideration will also be given to providing parking bays on access road to replace onstreet parking currently observed.


The footways along Romsey Avenue are noted to be 1.6m wide….further work should
be undertaken to establish whether this scope to widen these to 2m without
encroaching on to the existing carriageway.

Route forward: Agreed a review of the existing footway on Romsey Avenue will be
undertaken as widening identified where possible.



The operation of the junction of Romsey Avenue / Beaulieu Avenue must be
considered.

Route forward: It was agreed that this related to issues with on street parking rather than
capacity and this would be considered as part of a comprehensive review of parking on
the roads within the immediate area. The results of this review will be provided in the
Addendum to the TA.


The highway authority requests the applicant explores a scheme which takes cyclists
off carriageway when crossing the A27 / Beaulieu Avenue junction.

Route forward: A possible scheme was discussed and agreed with HCC to be presented
within the Addendum to the TA.


It is noted that personal injury data presented in the TA is out of date and requires
updating.

Route forward: Agreed updated data will be provided in the Addendum to the TA.


With reference to the A27 corridor / Cornaway Roundabout accident data – The
applicant should consider measures to aid with the delivery of a safe route being
delivered.

Route forward: HCC set out their strategy for improving the A27 corridor and the
Cornaway Roundabout in relation to cyclist safety. It was agreed that this was a
comprehensive strategy already set out by HCC to resolve the safety issues, therefore
HCC would be content for the developer to make a contribution towards delivering this
strategy. This agreement will be set out in the Addendum to the TA.


The highway authority requires a sensitivity test is undertaken for the school peak
periods to account for variation in route choice based on existing traffic conditions and
the impact this has on A27 / Beaulieu Avenue and Hatherley Drive / Cornaway Lane
junctions.

Route forward: It was agreed that SMA would set out the justifications as to why a
sensitivity test is not considered a requirement including trip generation from the site for
these periods, parking surveys already undertaken and supported by a comprehensive
parking review set out above. HCC would then consider these points.


The TA refers to TA79/99…the methodology assumptions for determining the
forecast link flow capacity has not been clearly set out within the TA and should be
clarified.

Route forward: It was agreed within the meeting that HCC’s concerns relating to the use
of Beaulieu Avenue relate to the on-street parking and that this will be reviewed by SMA
within a comprehensive review of parking on roads within the immediate area,
considering in particular whether is it possible to provide parking bays along a section of
Beaulieu Avenue to allow better two way working of the carriageway. With this approach
being made HCC no longer require further information on the above point.



Romsey Ave / Hatherley Crescent / Hatherley Drive / Cornaway Lane Parking survey
– further work should be undertaken to understand the existing parking situation
during the school peak periods….

Route forward: It was agreed that SMA would set out the justifications as to why a
sensitivity test is not considered a requirement including trip generation from the site for
these periods, parking surveys already undertaken and supported by a comprehensive
parking review set out above. HCC would then consider these points.


Beaulieu Avenue / A27 junction – no mitigation is proposed to offset the in operating
capacity of the junction.

Route forward: SMA will respond to this point within the Addendum to the TA.


A27 / Shearwater Avenue Signalised junction – The new junction model should be
tested with predicted flows from the Romsey Ave development to ascertain the impact
on the improved junction.

Route forward: SMA have already tested the junction and will provide the results and
recommend mitigation within the Addendum to the TA for HCC to consider. The model
will assume the Downend road site to be a committed development.


Comments on the Framework Travel Plan

Route forward: SMA will update the Framework Travel Plan and resubmit.
1.3.

Several points set out in HCC’s response were not covered within the meeting and SMA take
this opportunity to set these out and the intended response:


Proposed 8 visitor spaces proposed in Table 4.3 (of the TA) should be increased to
12 to corroborate with FBC’s visitor parking standard.

Route forward: Agreed 12 visitor spaces provided on Masterplan Layout. This will be
confirmed in an Addendum to the TA.


Confirmation is required from the applicant that the parking standards will be met
within the design for the remaining 157 dwellings.

Route forward: Agreed, confirmation will be provided within the Addendum TA


The proposed location of the tactile paving forming the uncontrolled crossing point is
located off the desire line for pedestrians.

Route forward:

This will be addressed within the Addendum to the TA.

Response to Points Raised in Summary Recommendation:


Up-to-date PIA with accompanying analysis work to understand the existing accident situation
along the A27 corridor; Agreed



Evidence of the parking spaces assumed in the parking survey undertaken; Agreed through
comprehensive approach to reviewing parking on roads within the immediate area,

including consideration to the provision of an existing parking availability and demand
ratio based on the methodology set out in the Lambeth Parking Survey Methodology


Updated site access drawing; Agreed



Updated tracking drawings for a super large refuse vehicle and pantechnicon taking into
account on street parking; Agreed alongside comprehensive approach to reviewing
parking on roads within the immediate area



Further evidence that Beaulieu Avenue can accommodate two way vehicular flow with parked
cars; Agreed.



Further clarification on the methodology used to determine two way link flow capacity on
Beaulieu Avenue; No longer required by HCC - see above



Investigation into potential mitigation measures at the A27 / Beaulieu Avenue junction; To be
considered within Addendum to TA.



Parking survey on Cornaway Lane between Hatherley Drive and Cornaway Lane Roundabout
with analysis of the affected parked cars have on two way flow; To be responded to within
the Addendum to the TA



Investigation into the potential footpath widening along Romsey Avenue; Agreed



Investigation into a scheme for taking cyclists off carriageway at the A27 / Beaulieu Avenue
junction; Agreed



A sensitivity test accounting for the potential variation in route choice during the school peak
periods; To be responded to within the Addendum to the TA



Modelling of:
o

A27 / Downend / Shearwater signalised junction

o

Romsey Avenue / Beaulieu Avenue

o

The Delme Arms Roundabout

o

Hatherley Drive / Cornaway Lane junction.

To be responded to within the Addendum to the TA
1.4.

SMA request that HCC review the points above and confirm that no issues raised by HCC have
been missed or that there are no other issues which HCC wish to be considered which have as
yet not been discussed.

Head of Development Planning
Fareham Borough Council
Civic Offices
Civic Way
FAREHAM
Hampshire
PO16 7AZ

Economy, Transport and Environment Department
Elizabeth II Court West, The Castle
Winchester, Hampshire SO23 8UD
Tel:

0300 555 1375
0300 555 1388
0300 555 1389
Textphone 0300 555
Fax 01962 847055

(General Enquiries)
(Roads and Transport)
(Recycling Waste & Planning)
1390

www.hants.gov.uk

Enquiries to

Chris Hirst

My reference

6/3/10/202 (APP1755)

Direct Line

01962 846877

Your reference

P/18/1073/FP

Date

29th October 2018

Email

Chris.Hirst@hants.gov.uk

For the Attention of Richard Wright
Dear Sir
Land to the South of Romsey Avenue, Fareham – Hybrid Planning Application
For Residential Development Of 225 Dwellings And Bird Conservation Area,
Seeking Full Planning Permission For 58 Dwellings And Outline Planning
Permission For 167 Dwellings With All Matters Reserved Except For Access.
Thank you for consultation on the above planning application. The application seeks
full planning permission for 58 dwellings and outline permission for the remaining
167 dwellings with all matters reserved except for access.
Pre-Application Consultation
Pre-application talks were previously held with the Highway Authority. During these
meetings, it was agreed that the methodology towards calculating trip rates and trip
distribution accepted for the Cranleigh Road appeal site could be utilised for this
application. The parking survey area and key junctions to model were also agreed.
Policy Context
The TA notes that Romsey Avenue was included within Fareham Borough Council’s
Draft Local Plan to 2036 for 225 dwellings. The Highway Authority have an
outstanding holding objection to the emerging Local Plan in the absence of a suitable
transport evidence base.
Development Proposals
Planning reference P/18/1073/FP seeks full planning permission for 58 dwellings and
outline planning permission (with all matters reserved accept from access) for 167
dwellings.
The proposed parking arrangement for the 58 dwellings seeking full planning
permission has been reviewed against Fareham’s parking standards. The proposed
residential parking of 121 spaces appears suitable for the proposed development
Director of Economy, Transport and Environment
Stuart Jarvis BSc DipTP FCIHT MRTPI

Call charges apply. For information see www.hants.gov.uk
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mix. 8 visitor parking spaces are proposed according to Table 4.3 but this should be
increased to 12 to corroborate with FBC’s visitor parking standards.
Given the existing on-street parking along Romsey Avenue and Beaulieu Avenue,
sufficient parking spaces should be provided on site for the remaining 157 dwellings.
Whilst details of the parking layout is a matter for consideration during the reserved
matters stage, confirmation is required from the applicant that the parking standards
will be met within the design in order to prevent exacerbating the existing on street
parking levels in the vicinity of the site.
Site Access
Vehicular access to the site is proposed via the existing bellmouth junction onto
Romsey Avenue. To formalise this arrangement, road markings and an uncontrolled
crossing point are proposed and presented in drawing number 5611.002. This
access road currently provides access to a number of garages and is used for
residential parking.
Drawing number 5611.002 has been assessed and it has been noted that the access
road is constructed out of concrete which will need to be rebuilt and tied into the
Romsey Avenue carriageway to accommodate all construction and development
traffic from the site. This is contrary to the expectations set out within the TA which
refers to utilising the existing access with the addition of road markings and an
uncontrolled crossing point to formalise this arrangement.
Drawing 5811.010 has been provided, tracking a super large refuse vehicle through
the main access. This drawing does not take into account current on street parking
or the vehicle crossovers of nearby properties on Romsey Avenue. Given this is
proposed to be the only point of access into the site, the access will also need to be
tracked for an artic lorry and pantechnicon to ensure these vehicles can safely
enter/egress the site. No consideration has been given to on-road parking limiting
the available width for vehicles to safely enter/egress the site or the achievable
visibility splays at the junction either. This must be considered and the design
amended to appropriately address this matter and ensure access to the site can be
maintained.
Further concerns are held over this being the only form of vehicular access to the
site, access to the site for emergency vehicles could be prohibited by parked
vehicles, especially during the school drop off/pick up times where parking increases
significantly. Parked vehicles along the access road have not been considered or
addressed within the TA and could also exacerbate this issue.
The proposed location of the tactile paving forming the uncontrolled crossing point is
located off the desire line for pedestrians. The footway widths along Romsey
Avenue are noted to be 1.6m wide which is substandard. Further work should be
undertaken to establish whether there is scope to widen these to 2m without
encroaching into the existing carriageway.
The traffic distribution from the site is forecasting that circa 80% of the movements
from the site will turn left and utilise Beaulieu Avenue to access the A27. The
operation of the junction of Romsey Avenue / Beaulieu Avenue must therefore be
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considered by the applicant. This junction is subject to considerable amounts of
parking which prevent the free flow movement of the junction. From site visits it is
evident that this becomes operationally problematic. Given the increase in flows
proposed along Beaulieu Avenue the applicant should consider the operation of the
junction further and whether measures are necessary to ensure that movements can
be undertaken safely.
Sustainable Modes of Access
Walking and Cycling
The CIHT ‘Providing for Journeys on Foot’ publication has been referenced with
regards to maximum acceptable walking distances. The ‘preferred maximum’
walking distance has been identified as 2km. A number of key destinations have
been identified and the distances that they sit from the site assessed against this
criteria. This information is provided in Table 3.2 of the TA.
The Highway Authority has carried out its own review of the distances to the key
destinations presented in table 3.2. Following this review, the identified distances
from the site appear accurate and confirm that a number of key facilities sit within the
preferred maximum 2km walking distance.
National Cycle Route 236 has been identified as running on-road along Romsey
Avenue, joining the A27 at the junction with Beaulieu Avenue. The A27 has existing
on-road cycle lanes east of the A27/Beaulieu Avenue junction and shared
pedestrian/cyclist facilities to the west.
The existing on road cycle path currently travels across the Beaulieu Avenue
junction with the A27. The proposed development will increase vehicular flows along
Beaulieu Avenue and therefore significantly increase the number of movements at
the junction. As a result, there is an increased risk to cyclists utilising the cycle lane.
The Highway Authority therefore requests that the applicant explores a scheme
which takes cyclists off carriageway when crossing the A27/Beaulieu Avenue
junction. This would help to mitigate the increased risk posed to cyclists by traffic
from the development.
Bus
The nearest bus stops to the development sit circa 500m away on the A27. Bus
services 3 and X4 run every 10 and 30 minutes respectively, whilst service F3
provides 3 journeys a day. Services 3 and X4 provide regular journeys to nearby
destinations such as Southampton, Fareham, Portchester and Portsmouth.
The closest bus stops to the site provide flag poles and waiting provision in the form
of bus shelters. These stops are therefore considered sufficient for the additional
demand which will be generated by this development.
Rail
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Portchester Station has been identified as a 2km walk/cycle away from the
development. The identified route to Portchester Station takes pedestrians and
cyclists east along The Crossway via Cornaway Lane Roundabout. Concerns with
the safety of this route have been set out within this response.
Highway Safety
Personal Injury Accident data has been gathered from 1st April 2012 – 31st March
2017. It is noted that the data presented in the TA is out of date and therefore
requires updating.
The TA concludes that the local road network offers conducive routes for cycling
which will encourage this mode of travel from the development. However, the Road
Safety Foundation has identified the route from the Delme Roundabout to the M27
Junction 12 as one of the persistently higher risk roads (2009-2011 and 2012-2014).
Hampshire County as the lead authority for the route is one of eight local authorities
taking part in the Pathfinding Exercise to improve safety along each of the highest
risk roads in Britain by considering and treating the whole route with appropriate
countermeasures.
The high frequency of accidents along this route especially applies to cyclists. The
conclusions presented within the TA assume that the majority of accidents were
down to human error rather than the highway network. Vehicular and cyclist flows
from this development will further exacerbate this issue with nearly all of the
vehicular traffic generated by the site forecast to join the A27.
The main walking and cycling routes from the site have not been considered against
the accident data. Cyclists travelling towards the railway station and Portchester are
likely to utilise Romsey Avenue, Hatherley Crescent, Hatherley Drive and north on
Cornaway Lane. This leads to the A27 at Cornaway Lane roundabout. Again this is
subject to a number of cycle related accidents in particular at the Cornaway Lane
and Dore Avenue arms. The applicant should consider measures to aid with delivery
of a safe route being delivered from the site to these key destinations.
Given the Road Safety Foundation’s identification of problems along this route, the
Highway Authority requires the accident data is revisited to provide a more in-depth
and reflective summary of the PIA data, along with any actions that arise as
necessary to mitigate the impact of the proposed development.
Vehicular Trip Generation
During the pre-application process, it was agreed with the Highway Authority that the
methodology adopted for determining the trips rates from the Cranleigh Road
development to the south (P/15/0260/OA) could also be used to ascertain the
number of vehicular trips which would be generated by this development.
To derive the number of peak hour trips, the TRICS database was used to provide
total person trip generation for all modes of transport. These trip rates were then
split based upon The Method of Travel to Work Mode Share for Portchester West
(Census 2011) which highlighted that the modal share of car drivers for Portchester
West was 78%.
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The methodology above proposed trip rates of 0.656 two-way vehicular trips in the
AM peak and 0.572 in the PM peak. This equates to vehicular trips of 147 in the AM
peak and 129 in the PM peak. The Highway Authority has reviewed the
methodology used to arrive at the vehicular trip generation assumption and is
content that the approach used is robust.
Vehicular Trip Distribution
The approach taken towards vehicular trip distribution in the Cranleigh Road TA has
also been utilised to distribute traffic from the proposed development.
The Cranleigh Road site distributed traffic based on a Gravity Model, taking into
account the 2011 Journey to Work Census Data to identify likely destinations for
motorists. The gravity model sent all traffic northbound towards the A27. 82.5% of
traffic was sent to the Cornaway Lane roundabout, while the remaining 17.5% routed
through Nelson Avenue to reach the A27 heading east.
The TA for this development takes a similar approach, adopting the same end
destinations as the Cranleigh Road gravity model via a slightly different route
assignment based on the site’s location. It is the routing of these trips which has
been assessed in greater detail.
To ascertain which routes will be taken to the A27, a journey time survey has been
undertaken from the site. The following routes were assessed:
•
•

Route 1: Romsey Avenue Site Access – Beaulieu Avenue – A27 eastbound
towards Cornaway Lane Roundabout.
Route 2: Romsey Avenue Site Access – Hatherley Crescent – Hatherley
Drive – Cornaway Drive – Cornaway Lane Roundabout.

A summary of the average routes times to these destinations has been included
below:
Time
AM Peak
PM Peak

Route 1 – Beaulieu Av
2:04
1:37

Route 2 – Hatherley Crescent
2:01
1:56

It is noted that there are some levels of variation throughout the surveyed period, this
is mainly the result of the school drop off which occurs for a short period of time in
the AM peak.
A site visit was undertaken to establish traffic conditions in the local area in the build
up to the school drop off and pick up period (8.30-9.15 and 14:30 – 15:30). During
these visits, cars were observed to be parking along Hatherley Crescent. In the
school pick up period this was from 14:30 onwards, slowly building to 15:00 where
driving conditions along Romsey Avenue/Hatherley Crescent/Hatherley Drive
became limited to one way flow based on the number of parked cars. During the
morning peak period, movements outside the school were more fluid however delay
was still apparent due to the significant amounts of additional parked vehicles
creating limited areas of two way flow along Hatherley Crescent and Hatherley Drive.
It is therefore likely that there will be some route variance for eastbound traffic
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throughout the day based on existing parking and the time of travel. The Highway
Authority therefore requires a sensitivity test is undertaken for the school peak
periods to account for variation in route choice based on existing traffic conditions
and the impact this has at the A27/Beaulieu Avenue and Hatherley Drive/Cornaway
Lane junctions.
Beaulieu Avenue Parking Survey
To understand existing levels of parking on Beaulieu Avenue, an initial parking
survey was undertaken at 10pm on a Friday evening and 8:30 and 10:30am on a
Sunday. During these surveys, a maximum of 10 parked cars on the eastern side of
Beaulieu Avenue were observed, with no cars observed to be parked on the western
side of the road.
At the request of the Highway Authority, a second parking survey was undertaken to
encompass Beaulieu Avenue and Hatherley Crescent, Hatherley Drive and
Cornaway Lane. This survey assessed the parking situation during the school pick
up period which is considered to be one of the busiest periods for parking.
The second parking survey identified a maximum of 12 cars during the school pick
up period. The assessment undertaken within the TA confirms that it is possible to
park up to 12 cars on Beaulieu Avenue, meaning no additional vehicles could have
parked during the second observation period.
Beaulieu Avenue has been measured at 6.1m wide (although this width is noted to
vary). Based on on-street parking, this recorded width will reduce down to 4.1m.
Based on TA 79/99 DMRB, a calculation of link flow capacity has been applied and
adapted for unidirectional flow by reducing capacity proportionally inline with the
carriageway width. Based on this calculation, the TA concludes that 1,000 vehicles
can be accommodated along Beaulieu Avenue per hour.
The methodology assumptions for determining the forecast link flow capacity has not
been set out clearly within the TA and should be clarified. The TA refers to TA 79/99
which considers the theoretical capacity of newly constructed roads. Beaulieu
Avenue is an existing link road with an operational carriageway width of 4.1m due to
on-road parking. The Highway Authority question whether TA 79/99 can effectively
be used to calculate the theoretical capacity of this type of link as significant parking
reduces the working carriageway width beneath those listed in TA 79/99.
‘Manual for Streets’ identifies that a 4.1m carriageway width can accommodate 2
family cars passing, although this arrangement is narrow with minimal clearance.
MfS also states that “carriageway widths should be appropriate for the particular
context and uses of the street”, taking into account key factors which can impact
upon drive behaviour. In the instance of Beaulieu Avenue, the narrowed
carriageway, as a result of on-street parking, results in an informal give and take
arrangement operating along the link, with motorists choosing to wait behind parked
vehicles for approaching cars to pass rather than attempt to pass them along the
narrowed carriageway. Vehicles were also observed having to reverse at the
junction of Romsey Avenue to allow turning movements to be undertaken around
parked vehicles.
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With conditions as observed, the key considerations for this road are about the safe
and efficient operation of the junctions at either end as well as the link itself. These
observations should be accounted for within the assessment when considering the
suitability of Beaulieu Avenue as the main access to and from the site.
As a result of development, vehicle flows will increase two way trips in the AM peak
to 266 and 191 in the PM peak. The applicant has therefore concluded that the road
has ample capacity to accommodate these flows.
To review the TA’s conclusions regarding operation of the links observations were
undertaken during peak times to see how vehicles interacted with parked cars.
During the school pick up period vehicular flow along Beaulieu Avenue was
observed as increasing in both directions. Whilst observing increased usage of the
road during this time, it was noted that two way vehicular flow on this road is
restricted by parked vehicles. Unless vehicles travelling northbound towards the A27
pulled over to the kerb line, southbound vehicles were unable to negotiate the
parked cars.
The Highway Authority is therefore concerned that while a study of link flow capacity
has been undertaken, on site observations indicate that two way flow is constrained
and this constraint will be exacerbated by development traffic. Vehicular flows along
Beaulieu Avenue are currently 137 in the AM peak and 82 in the PM peak. This
development will add a further 119 vehicles in the AM peak and 104 in the PM peak
to this link. Given this significant increase in traffic, further work should be
undertaken to demonstrate that Beaulieu Avenue can safely accommodate two way
vehicular flow.
Romsey Avenue/Hatherley Crescent/Hatherley Drive/Cornaway Lane Parking
Survey
The second parking survey undertaken covered the existing on-street parking
situation during the school drop off/pick up period along with the parking situation in
the early morning and evening. The surveyed area has been split into zones, with
each zone assigned a maximum number of parking spaces. Across 15 minute
intervals, the number of parked cars in these zones has been assessed and
reflected against the predicted parking capacity.
During the school drop off period the parking survey presented in Appendix N
demonstrates a gradual increase in the number of parked cars across the zones,
with 33 spaces remaining at the busiest period. The school pick up period
demonstrates the area to be more heavily parked, with only 14 spaces remaining. It
is noted that the assessment has been carried out on the basis that there are 98
potential parking spaces across the surveyed area. To help gauge the suitability of
the potential parking spaces, the Highway Authority requests a plan is provided
denoting where these parking spaces are located.
It was noted during a site visit that parked vehicles along this route reduce the
available road width, resulting in single lane traffic. This is especially prevalent in
Hatherley Drive which is a narrow link road to Cornaway Lane, connecting to the A27
to the north. This road is used frequently during the school peak periods and can be
heavily parked up, limiting the number of passing places. Further work should be
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undertaken to understand the operation of this road and how the potential
reassignment of traffic away from the Beaulieu Avenue junction could impact on the
functioning of this link and the junctions with Hatherley Crescent and Cornaway
Lane.
Further observations indicated a potential parking issue on Cornaway Lane which
also prevented the two way flow of traffic. It was observed during the school pick up
period that vehicles chose to park on this road to avoid the traffic closer to the
school. As a result of the narrowed carriageway, two way flow was restricted in
places, causing queuing back on Cornaway Lane roundabout. Further work should
be undertaken to understand the existing parking situation during the school peak
periods and the impact this development would have on this situation.
Junction Modelling
The following junctions have been modelled as part of this application:
• Site Access/Romsey Avenue;
• Beaulieu Avenue/A27 Portchester Road;
• Hatherley Drive/Cornaway Drive;
• Cornaway Lane Roundabout; and
• A27, Portchester Road/Downend Road/Shearwater Avenue signalised
Junction (modelling yet to be undertaken).
These junctions have all been assessed across 3 different scenarios:
• 2017 base;
• 2023 baseline + growth + committed development; and
• 2023 baseline + growth + committed development + development.
Given the level of traffic movements forecast by the applicant’s TA to utilise Beaulieu
Avenue modelling of the Romsey Avenue/Beaulieu Avenue junction should be
undertaken. This modelling will need to be considered against the current levels of
parking around the junction.
It was discussed during the pre-application stage the need to consider modelling
Delme Roundabout depending on the forecast distribution from the site. Given the
level of development traffic forecast to travel to Delme Roundabout the Highway
Authority require an assessment of this junction to be undertaken by the applicant.
The school pick up period has not been included in any modelling scenarios. Given
the significant increase in parking and potential blocking back to junctions during this
time, operating capacity at the junctions noted above should also be assessed
during this time period.
An analysis of the identified junctions has been provided below:
Romsey Avenue/Site Access
The site access onto Romsey Avenue operates within capacity across all scenarios
provided. However, further evidence is required to demonstrate that the access can
operate based on the local highway conditions.
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Beaulieu Avenue/A27 Portchester Road
The Beaulieu Avenue/A27 Portchester Road junction is proposed to be the most
heavily affected by this development with 80.6% of vehicular traffic routing to this
junction. Under the 2017 baseline assessment, the junction operates with spare
capacity with an RFC (Ratio to Flow Capacity) value of 0.26 on the Beaulieu Avenue
arm.
When accounting for development traffic, committed development and background
growth, the RFC value on the Beaulieu Avenue arm increases to 0.89. It was
observed on site that queuing cars at this junction block back along Beaulieu
Avenue, preventing southbound traffic from being able to negotiate parked vehicles
in the afternoon school peak hour. This should be investigated further and
considered by the applicant when reviewing mitigation measures for the junction.
No mitigation is proposed to offset the reduction in operating capacity at the junction.
Further work should be undertaken to demonstrate that the development impact can
be mitigated to prevent queuing and delays.
Hatherley Drive/Cornaway Lane
Under the 2017 base year assessment, the Hatherley Drive/Cornaway Lane junction
operates with spare capacity in both the AM and PM peak hour period. The peak
hours provided do not reflect the school pick up peak period where it has been noted
that conditions are busier with parents regularly utilising the junction on their route to
the school. The modelling also does not take into consideration parking around the
junction or the one way operation of Hatherley Drive.
When considering the 2023 without development scenario there is no substantial
change to the junction operation given that the school peak hour is not assessed.
The 2023 with development scenario shows a maximum RFC of 0.30 in the AM
peak.
Cornaway Lane Roundabout
Based on the modelling provided in the TA, Cornaway Lane Roundabout currently
operates within capacity with a maximum RFC value of 0.61. When factoring
development traffic and committed developments in the area, the maximum RFC
increases to 0.80 on the Cornaway Lane arm of the roundabout. The roundabout
therefore continues to operate under practical capacity following development.
There are however safety concerns regarding the operation of the junction which will
be exacerbated by the additional development traffic.
A27/Downend Road/Shearwater Avenue Signalised Junction
The TA notes that discussions around potential improvements to the A27/Downend
Road/Shearwater Avenue Junction were ongoing as part of the Land East of
Downend Road planning application (P/18/0005/OA).
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An improvement scheme has now been identified and will be delivered by this
development should it obtain planning permission. The new junction model should
be tested with the predicted flows from the Romsey Avenue development to
ascertain the impact on the improved junction.
To date however, this improvement cannot be considered to be a committed scheme
as the Downend Road application is still yet to be heard at planning committee.
Travel Plan
The Framework Travel Plan (FTP) has been assessed using Hampshire County
Council’s (HCC’s) evaluation criteria for the assessment of travel plans – “A guide to
development related travel plans”. There are a number of matters that need to be
addressed before the TP can be considered acceptable.
Background
As part of ‘Planning Policy and Guidance’ there should be inclusion of Foreman
Homes’ company policies on travel plans and sustainable travel.
Site Audit
Figure 3.1 currently shows ‘crow-fly’ distances. Although useful as a reference, it
does not accurately depict journeys to / from the site. This should be amended to
show walking isochrones. It is welcomed within section 3 that distances to local trip
attractors is mentioned. As part of this, a brief description of the journey should be
included. For example, is there good quality cycle / walking provisions to these
locations such as off-highway cycle paths.
3.26 “The Foreman Homes site will provide footway links and cycle routes, which will
connect the proposed development to the surrounding pedestrian / cyclist network”.
What are these links? Please include this within the Travel Plan. Will there be a
connection to the Cranleigh Road development site?
3.29 states that cycle parking will be provided within garages / sheds to enable
secure cycle storage. There should be commitment to meet Fareham’s parking
standards as part of this. 3.32, the journey to the bus stops should be described (i.e.
path provision) as well as the existing bus stop provision.
Measures
“Regular liaison with local cycle store”. This is welcomed. There should however, be
a commitment to liaise with the local cycle stores before occupation, this is to allow
any discounts / vouchers provided by the store to be included within the resident
welcome packs. This point should also be mirrored for public transport, whereby the
TPC should commit to liaising with local operators. One potential outcome could be
the increase in services, should they hit capacity at peak hours.
The TPC should commit to providing ongoing Personal Travel Planning (PTP),
should the residents require it in 5.34. There should be a commitment to explore the
use of electric charging points within the development.
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There is a lot of communication from the TPC to the residents, but no mention of
whether residents will be able to contact the TPC. Will the residents pack include the
contact details of the TPC?
Roles and responsibilities
As well as communicating to service providers in the area, the TPC should commit to
liaising with other TPCs in the area. These can be for employment but more
specifically other residential sites and school travel plan coordinators. For example
(but not limited to) the Cranleigh Road development. These liaisons will allow for the
surrounding area to have tailored aims and a platform for discussion within the
community to provide aligned outcomes.
6.5 suggests residents will take on the responsibility of the TP after the five years
have ended. There should be a commitment made by the TPC to set up the
residents’ TP steering group before this time. This will ensure a smooth transition
after the TPC period has ended.
Monitoring
There should be a timeframe included in 7.5. How long after the surveys will the TPC
provide the results to HCC?
We will require the following to be included in the FTP:
- An example of the survey which is specific to the site, including residents and
visitors where possible. The Council can provide a standard questionnaire,
but it is the responsibility of the organisation to be consistent with questions
asked so a comparison can be made over time. This information must be
collated and sent to the local authority on a standard form by an agreed date
before it is issued to staff.
- TP surveys should achieve a response rate of 35% (which should be
mentioned in the FTP). There should be measures in place to staff and visitor
participation in order to meet the 35% these may include; prize draws (major
online retailer vouchers) for those who fill out the survey.
- A mention of the specific figure for evaluation and monitoring fees associated
with the travel plan.
Delivery and enforcement
The delivery and enforcement section is at an acceptable level. It is noted that within
1.8 the travel plan will be secured as part of the 106 agreement. This should be
highlighted within the monitoring / review section also.
An action plan has been provided, with some actions assigned a budget. To arrive
at a bond figure for the TP, a fully costed action plan is required. Section 8.1 should
therefore be updated to provide a figure for all identified actions.
Conclusion
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The TP will require further work, as set out above, as it does not meet the minimum
standards set out in HCC’s “A guide to development related travel plans”. The issues
raised should be addressed in a new revision of the TP before it can be considered
acceptable for submission in conjunction with the proposed residential site. A cover
sheet identifying where changes have been made must be provided.
Recommendation
The Highway Authority requests the following information is provided to satisfy a
number of outstanding concerns with the application:
• Up-to-date PIA data with accompanying analysis work to understand the
existing accident situation along the A27 corridor;
• Evidence of the parking spaces assumed in the parking surveys undertaken;
• Updated site access drawing;
• Updated tracking drawings for a Super Large Refuse Vehicle and
Pantechnicon, taking account of on street parking;
• Further evidence that Beaulieu Avenue can accommodate two way vehicular
flow with parked cars;
• Further clarification on the methodology used to determine two way link flow
capacity on Beaulieu Avenue;
• Investigation into potential mitigation measures at the A27/Beaulieu Avenue
junction;
• Parking survey on Cornaway Lane between Hatherley Drive and Cornaway
Lane Roundabout with analysis of the affect parked vehicles have on two way
flow;
• Investigation into potential footpath widening along Romsey Avenue;
• Investigation into a scheme taking cyclists off carriageway at the
A27/Beaulieu Avenue junction;
• A sensitivity test accounting for potential variation in route choice during the
school peak periods; and
• Modelling of:
- A27/Downend Road/Shearwater Avenue signalised junction;
- Romsey Avenue/Beaulieu Avenue junction;
- The Delme Arms Roundabout; and
- Modelling of the Hatherley Drive/Cornaway Lane junction during
the school peak periods.
Should you be minded to determine the application before this information has been
supplied, the Highway Authority should be contacted for reasons for refusal. I trust
that the above is clear, but I would ask you not to hesitate to contact Chris Hirst
should you wish to discuss anything further.
Yours Sincerely,

Stuart Morton
Transport Team Leader – Highways Development Planning
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For the Attention of Sarah Allen
Stuart Michael Associates Limited
Coombe House
Coombe Square
Thatcham
Berkshire RG19 4JF

Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service HQ
Business Fire Safety
Leigh Road
Eastleigh
Hampshire
SO50 9SJ
Tel: 023 8062 6751
Email: csprotection.admin@hantsfire.gov.uk

Date:

25 April 2019

Enquiries To:

Mr Bart(Charles)Forster

My Reference: F6/CBF/00831667

Mobile Tel:

Your Reference: 5611

Dear Sarah
Town & Country Planning Act 1990
Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004
Planning Application Number: 5611
Address: Land off Romsey Road, Portchester PO16 9SZ
Drawings and Documents Referenced
Title

Project Ref / No

Plans provided

5611

Fire con letter

5611

Drawing No /
Documents
5611-002c
Site plan
None

Revision

Date

C

22-03-2019

None

08-04-2019

Description of Works:
HFRS understands that the project involves construction of 225 dwellings
I confirm that Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service (HFRS) has received your application, dated
08 April 2019. The inspector named above has considered the information provided and has made
the following comments:
Building Regulations: Access for Firefighting
Access and facilities for Fire Service Appliances and Firefighters should be in accordance with
Approved Document B5 of the current Building Regulations.

Hampshire Act 1983 Section 12 – Access for Fire Service
Access to the proposed site should be in accordance with Hampshire Act 1983 Sect, 12 (Access
to buildings within the site will be dealt with as part of the building regulations application at a
later stage). Access roads to the site should be in accordance with Approved Document B5 of the
current Building Regulations.
Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004
The following recommendations are advisory only and do not form part of any current legal
requirement of this Authority.
Access for High-reach Appliances
High reach appliances currently operated by the HFRS exceed the maximum requirements given
in Section 17 of the Approved Document B. When considering high rise buildings these variations
should be considered as additions and incorporated as follows. Structures such as bridges, which
a high-reach appliance may need to cross should have a maximum carrying capacity of 26 tonnes.
Where the operation of a high reach vehicle is envisaged, a road or hard standing is required 6m
wide. In addition, the road or hard standing needs to be positioned so that its nearer edge is not
less than 3m from the face of the building.
Water Supplies
Additional water supplies for fire fighting may be necessary. You should contact the Community
Response Support, Hampshire Fire and Rescue Headquarters, Leigh Road, Eastleigh, SO50 9SJ
(risk.information@hantsfire.gov.uk) to discuss your proposals.
Fire Protection
HFRS would strongly recommend that consideration is given to installation of an Automatic Water
Fire Suppression Systems (AWFSS) to promote life safety and property protection within the
premises.
HFRS is fully committed to promoting Fire Protection Systems for both business and domestic
premises. Support is offered to assist all in achieving a reduction of loss of life and the impact of
fire on the wider community.
Testing of Fire Safety Systems
HFRS strongly recommends that, upon commissioning, all fire safety systems are fully justified,
fully tested and shown to be working as designed. Thereafter, their effectiveness should be
reconfirmed periodically throughout their working lifecycles.
Fire-fighting and the Environment
Should a serious unsuppressed fire occur on the premises, the water environment may become
polluted with ‘fire water run-off’ that may include foam. The Service will liaise with the Environment
Agency at any incident where they are in attendance and under certain circumstances, where
there is a serious risk to the environment, a ‘controlled burn’ may take place. This of course could
lead to the total loss of the building and its contents.
Premises’ occupiers have a duty to prevent and mitigate damage to the water environment from
‘fire water run off’ and other spillages.

Timber-framed Buildings
These types of buildings are particularly vulnerable to severe fire damage and fire spread during
the construction phase.
The UK Timber Frame Association publication '16 Steps to Fire Safety on Timber Frame
Construction Sites' provides guidance on this issue and is available from:
https://ttf.co.uk/download/16-steps-fire-safety-timber-frame-construction-sites/
This guidance should be read in conjunction with the 'Joint Code of Practice on the Protection from
Fire of Construction Sites and Buildings Undergoing Renovation', published by the Construction
Confederation and The Fire Protection Association (Sixth Edition, ISBN 1-902790-33-2)
Copies of the 'Joint Codes of Practice' and useful sister publication, 'Construction Site Fire
Prevention Checklist' (Second edition, ISBN 1-902790-32-4), are available for purchase from the
Fire Protection Association: (www.thefpa.co.uk ) and from the Construction Industry Press:
(Publications for Construction Professionals and Builders CIP Books)
If have any queries concerning these matters may be directed to the inspector named above, but
all correspondence should be addressed to the Chief Officer.
Please quote our reference number on all correspondence.
Yours sincerely

Neil Odin
Chief Officer
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Stuart Michael Associates Limited (SMA) has been appointed by Foreman
Homes to develop a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) for
the proposed development of 225 dwellings (167 in outline permission and 58 in
full permission), to the south of Romsey Avenue, Portchester. The location of
the site is shown in Figure 1.1.

1.2

This CEMP summarises the proposed construction control methods. It also
outlines measures that will be taken to minimise the impact of construction on
the surrounding area.

1.3

This plan has been prepared on behalf of Foreman Homes in respect of the
works proposed. It will ensure any potential impacts arising from the
construction activity is actively identified, managed and minimised in
accordance with the planning conditions and Health & Safety Policy.

1.4

This report will remain a live document and will be maintained, reviewed and
updated by the site management, as necessary and as required throughout the
development process. The monitoring of progress and review of environmental
performance on a regular basis is an essential part of our Health & Safety
Policy.
Background

1.5

This CEMP has been prepared as part of the application to Fareham Borough
Council (FBC) for the development of 225 dwellings on land to the south of
Romsey Avenue, Portchester.

1.6

The site is accessed via a priority junction on Romsey Avenue that will allow for
vehicular and pedestrian access to the site. The site has a total developable
area of 12.6ha.

1.7

FBC require a CEMP in order to control aspects of construction on the site,
including noise and air pollution, the routing of construction vehicles and the
cleanliness of the surrounding road network.
Scope of Report

1.8

This CEMP has been developed to take into account the relevant conditions
considered of relevance to the development. These include, but are not limited
to:
1
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Parking of vehicles of site personal, operative and visitors.



Areas for loading and unloading of plant and vehicles.



Storage of plant and materials used in constructing the
development.



Details of Wheel cleaning facilities.



Temporary Portacabins and welfare for site operatives.



Construction management plan to include lorry routing and
delivery times.



A Construction Logistics/ Site Organisation Plan.



The erection and maintenance of security hoarding.



External lighting of the site.



Measures to control the emission of dust, dirt, noise and odour
during construction.



Measures to control surface water runoff.



Measures to ensure no on site fires during construction.



Measures

to

prevent

ground

and

water

pollution

from

contaminants onsite.


Construction working hours and hours during which delivery
vehicles or vehicles taking materials away are allowed to enter or
leave the site.



Details in respect of measures to minimise, re-use and re-cycle
waste; minimise the pollution potential of unavoidable waste; and
dispose of unavoidable waste in an environmentally acceptable
manner.

Assessment Methodology
1.9

Research undertaken in connection with this assessment has included:


Desktop and field study of local road types to establish suitable
routing of vehicles.



Site visits to assess local roads.



Consideration of appropriate measures to reduce vehicle
movements and associated impacts on local residents.



Information provided from the developer regarding on-site
facilities and protocols.
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2.0

SITE MANAGEMENT

2.1

This statement has been developed by SMA and will be adopted by Foreman
Homes. This statement shall be a live document, which shall be continuously
reviewed to take into account additional environmental information encountered
during the detailed design and construction phase. It shall allow for the inclusion
of any further conditions and amendments that arise from the granting of
consents or legitimate concerns of Third Parties.

2.2

All personnel and sub contractors working on the project shall perform their
duties in accordance with the requirements of the statement. The Site Team
shall report regularly to the Contract Manager on the status and effectiveness of
its implementation.
Programme of Construction Works

2.3

It is anticipated that the initial build out period for the first 58 dwellings could be
approximately 1 year, with the remaining 167 dwellings being built out over a
period of 3 years.

2.4

The programme of works will consist of the following;


Enabling works comprising perimeter fencing/security provisions,
site compound, site clearance, ground investigation, initial
service works, demolition and access works.



Sub infrastructure works, ground works and foundations.



Construction of superstructures.



External works such as car parking and landscaping.

Construction Travel Management
2.5

During construction works, impacts on the local community from construction
traffic will be minimised by its contractors and public access maintained where
reasonably practicable. The impact of road based construction traffic will be
reduced by identifying clear controls and restrictions on vehicle types, hours of
site operation and routes for delivery vehicles.
Construction Director / Area Build Manager

2.6

The Construction Director shall be responsible for appointing an Environmental
Manager / responsible person and Contract Manager.
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2.7

The Contract Manager shall be responsible for


Appointing a Waste Representative – a person to undertake weekly Site
checks.



Compound Checks, and persons to supervise refuelling of tanks and
bowsers.



Ensuring the required consents are in place before work starts.



Ensuring environmental and waste requirements are included on
requisitions and in subcontracts and orders.



Ensuring oil and diesel is stored in properly bunded tanks with driptrays.



Ensuring Waste Transfer Notes / Special Waste Consignment Notes are
checked against invoices before payment.



Reporting incidents and non conformances to the developer.



Liaising with statutory authorities, the Main Works Contractor and the
developer as required and ensuring records of communication (including
verbal communication) are kept. Statutory authorities should always be
accompanied on site visits.



Approving the Construction Method Statement and ensuring employees
and subcontractors implement the controls.



Ensuring employees and subcontractors receive Induction Training
(including project environmental issues) and Tool Box Talks, as
appropriate.



Ensuring personnel needed for audits are available when required.



Verifying actions resulting from Corrective Action Requests and
Observations raised during audits are completed by the deadlines.



Ensuring environmental training is provided.
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Access Strategy
2.8

Access to the site will for construction vehicles will come from both directions on
the A27. Vehicles accessing the site will turn off the A27 on to Beaulieu Avenue
and on to the site access road. All delivery vehicles accessing the site will be
restricted from accessing the site from any other roads.

2.9

An access drawing has been prepared to demonstrate the routes construction
vehicles will have to follow, see Figure 2.1. This drawing highlights the
proposed route as well as the areas where construction traffic is not permitted.
Also highlighted in Figure 2.1 is the sign that will be placed on the exit of the
access road to prevent vehicles from turning right out of the site on Romsey
Avenue.

2.10

Drawing 5611.014 sets out the tracking of the rigid delivery vehicle to the site
access along this route. This indicates that the size of vehicle can access the
site safely.
Site Manager Contact Details

2.11

The Site Manager details are to be confirmed in due course.

2.12

The Site Manager will be responsible for and ensure that:


Reporting major incidents to the Contract Manager, the project team
immediately, and to statutory authorities where required.



The operation of the site is regularly monitored and managed throughout
the construction period to ensure that this provides safe, unhindered and
convenient access at all times.



Logging and monitoring incidents and non conformances.



Carry out pre start and end of day site inspections.



Disseminating information, including changes to legislation, and relay to
relevant contractor’s employees.



Identifying employees who require environmental training and maintain
training records in line with the contract for the works.



Providing advice and dealing with queries and correspondence on
environmental issues.
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That all parking, deliveries. Loading/unloading, servicing etc. only takes
place within the site and not upon the public highway, no materials will
be lifted over site hoardings.



That all construction vehicles, plant etc., will leave the site and enter the
public highway in clean condition.



That all vehicles enter and exit the site in forward gear only.



That construction plant will not be permitted to leave the site and enter
the public highway.
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3.0

CONSTRUCTION METHODS
Measures to Control the Emission of Dust and Dirt during Construction

3.1

A key issue to consider is the creation of dust during construction. It is not
expected that large amounts of dust will be emitted. However, to restrict dust, a
number of measures will be implemented.

3.2

In dry weather, water suppression may be used to dampen down dust and
prevent dust from migrating to neighbouring properties.
Site Operation

3.3

The site will be operational between the hours of 08:00 and 18:00 (Monday to
Friday) and 08:00 to 13:00 on Saturdays. As such no people or vehicles will
access the site outside of these times and on Bank Holidays. This will ensure
minimal disturbance to the local community.

3.4

Restrictions are in place for the size and type of delivery vehicles that will be
accessing the site. There will be no articulated vehicles delivering to site at any
time, all deliveries by HGV must be done so by a rigid vehicle. Deliveries will be
restricted to an operational window of 09:00 to 15:00 Monday to Friday and
09:00 to 12:00 on Saturdays. No large vehicles will access the site outside of
these time periods.

3.5

All vehicles associated with the development will be parked internal to the site
and no vehicles are permitted to park on the surrounding highway network.

3.6

Any potential noise and vibration would be during this period and kept to a
minimum as far as possible.

3.7

The potential environmental impacts associated with constructing vehicle
movements are to be addressed through the strategy by way of:


Minimising traffic movements where practicable.



Minimising fuel consumption through the use of local materials and subcontractors.



Implementing noise and dust reduction strategies throughout the
construction process.
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3.8

Vehicles leaving site where deemed necessary will be cleaned with a jet washer
prior to leaving site, to prevent deposits of mud, slurry and other debris being
taken onto the public highway

3.9

Roads will be kept free of debris and dirt as necessary, by sweeping or hosing
down. During the works a road sweeper will be operating when the need arises.
A Scheme for Recycling/Disposing of Waste Resulting from Construction
Works

3.10

The contractors will be expected to be aware of which materials can be recycled
and should make an effort to do so, likewise any non-recyclable material should
be disposed of with the appropriate level of care and concern.

3.11

A secure area will be established on site to provide an area for storage,
collection and disposal of rubbish from the development during the construction
phase.

3.12

This area will contain multiple skips for different materials, and will be covered
over by netting to prevent any material being picked up by wind and blown
across or out of the site.

3.13

Waste vehicle movements will only take place between 09:00 and 15:00
(Monday to Friday) and 09:00 to 13:00 on Saturdays. This will ensure minimal
disturbance to the local community.
Boundary hoarding

3.14

Enabling works for the site will comprise perimeter fencing/security provisions.
The construction and maintenance of fencing and hoardings will be carried out
to industry acceptable standards to prevent unwanted access to the
construction site, screening, and site security where required. Different types of
fencing will be used:


Painting the side of hoardings facing away from the site, and to keep
them free of graffiti or posters.



Site information boards with out of hours contact details, 24 hour
telephone number(s) (for comments/complaints), community information
and information on the works programme, positioned at key locations.



Display notices and signs on the site boundaries to warn of the hazards
on site, such as deep excavations, construction access, etc.
8
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3.15

Fencing and hoarding will, as far as is reasonably practicable, be located such
that it does not damage trees or hedgerows.
Protection of the aquatic environment in terms of water quantity and
quality

3.16

The following activities give rise to potential risks to water course contamination.
The proposed mitigating measures against this have been identified.
Deliveries

3.17

There will be both vehicle size and time restrictions in place for all deliveries to
the site. There will also be a delivery window in operation between 09:00 and
15:00. This avoids the peak periods on the network and the operation of the
school and prevents large vehicles from disrupting the flow of traffic on the A27,
Beaulieu Avenue and Romsey Avenue.

3.18

All delivery vehicles will be parked on site, as indicated in Figure 2.1. This
prevents HGV’s from parking on the surrounding highway network.

3.19

Care will be taken during deliveries, particularly when fuels and hazardous
materials are being handled. All deliveries are to be supervised by a responsible
person so that storage tank levels are checked before delivery to prevent
overfilling and that the product is delivered to the correct tank. Contingency
plans are to be agreed and suitable materials available should any incident
occur. All employees are to be briefed on the actions that are required in the
event of a spillage.
Storage

3.20

Materials used in construction operations, such as oil, chemicals, cement, lime,
cleaning materials and paint have the potential to cause serious pollution. All
fuel, oil and chemical storage must be sited on an impervious base and
secured. Leaking or empty oil drums must be removed from the site
immediately and disposed of via a licensed waste disposal contractor. The
contents of any tank are to be clearly marked on the tank, and a notice
displayed requiring that valves and trigger guns be locked when not in use.
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Security
3.21

All valves and trigger guns are to be protected from vandalism and
unauthorised interference and turned off and securely locked when not in use.
Any tanks or drums are to be stored in a secure container or compound, which
is to be kept locked when not in use. Bowsers should be stored within site
security compounds when not in use.
Excavations

3.22

Measures are to be taken to prevent water from entering excavations. This
could be by the use of cut-off ditches to prevent entry of surface water and well
point dewatering or cut-off walls for ground water. Personnel and/or plant are
not to disturb water in the excavation. The means of dewatering excavations in
the event there is ingress is to be agreed with the project manager.
Spoil Heaps

3.23

Spoil heaps are to be located and configured in a way that will avoid the risk of
contamination of drainage ditches.
Plant and Wheel Washing

3.24

To minimise waste and dust which might collect on vehicles and subsequently
transfer to the local roads and environs a wheel washing facility (jet washer) will
be provided at the site exit. A road sweeper will be made available should the
need arise.
Silt

3.25

Water containing silt is never to be pumped directly into watercourses or
surface water drains. Silty water can arise from excavations, exposed ground,
stockpiles, plant and wheel washing
Dealing with silty water

3.26

Catchpots or silt traps on drains will be used to remove suspended solids such
as mud and silt to prevent contaminated water entering surface water drains,
surface waters or ground waters, or draining onto the land. Before wheel
washing takes place checks will be carried out to ensure that they are in place
during cleaning. They will be emptied and checked at regular intervals.
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3.27

Adequate provision for dealing with silty water is to be agreed in advance. Any
planned discharges off the site will require prior approval with the appropriate
authorities.
Refuelling

3.28

Care will be taken during the refuelling of plant to avoid potential spillage.
Mobile plant is to be refuelled in a designated area, preferably on an
impermeable surface away from any drains or watercourses. A spill kit is to be
available in this location. Hoses and valves are to be checked regularly for signs
of wear and turned off and securely locked when not in use. Diesel pumps and
similar equipment are to be placed on drip trays to collect minor spillages.
These should be checked regularly and any accumulated oil removed for
disposal.
Concrete

3.29

Concrete is highly alkaline and corrosive and can have a serious impact on
watercourses. It is essential to take particular care with all works involving
concrete and cement. Suitable provision is to be made for the washing out of
concrete mixing plant or ready mix concrete vehicles so that washings do not
flow into any drain or watercourse or seep underground.

3.30

In the event of a spillage on site, the material must be contained (using an
absorbent material such as sand or soil or commercially available booms). All
spillages are to be reported to the Site Manager.
Measures to ensure no on site fires during construction

3.31

There will be no fire or burning of materials on the site. The Site manager will
ensure that all staff and contractors will be made aware and adhere to this.

3.32

The site and associated accommodation and welfare facilities will have in place
appropriate plans and management controls to prevent fires.
Noise and Air Quality Management

3.33

Foreman Homes proactively looks to introduce noise control measures as part
of a standard site set up, these include, hoarding installation, noise screens
surrounding cutting equipment and considered positioning of noisier plant
ensuring that, where possible, noisy is further away from sensitive receptors.
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3.34

Regular checks will be undertaken to ensure that the plant is in good working
order to and not running at a noisier than expected level.

3.35

All workers on site will be made aware of the need to keep noise and disruption
to a minimum from plant, radios and vehicles. Site managers will ensure this is
conveyed as part of the initial site induction and is maintained with good site
management. Should any noise levels become unacceptable tool box talks will
be used to ensure all site personnel are aware of environmental constraints.

3.36

All vehicles waiting to deliver or delivering to the site will wait in a suitable
location and have their engines switched off.

3.37

Where appropriate, a suitably qualified acoustic consultant will be appointed for
each phase to undertake a full noise assessment and give advice on acceptable
noise levels. This will be undertaken with reference to BS5228 and other
relevant guidance.

3.38

All subcontractors will be responsible for monitoring and implementing
prevention methods. Noise monitoring will be carried out by a competent person
and recorded on a noise assessment form.

3.39

It is not expected that noise levels will cross the limit as this development does
not include noise generating activities like demolition, breaking any existing RC
slabs foundations or any pile foundations.

3.40

However, occupiers of the houses to the north of the site on Romsey Avenue
and Beaulieu Avenue may be concerned about potential noise. The following
list therefore summarises key activities which has the potential to generate
noise during the construction period:


Ground Excavation and Earthworks.



Loading Lorries.



Distribution of material – haulage and dumping load.



Rolling and compaction.



Bulldozing.



Ground investigation drilling .



Directional drilling.
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3.41



Pumping water.



Mixing concrete.



Pumping concrete.



Lifting .



Trenching.



Core drilling concrete.



Cutting concrete floor slab.



Cutting concrete blocks / paving slabs.



Moving equipment.



Diesel generators providing on-site power.



Sweeping and dust separation.



Spreading chippings / fill.

All vehicles delivering materials to the site as well as removing waste from the
site will be suitably covered.
Use of Fuel or Other Chemicals on Site

3.42

All chemicals used on site have the potential to cause serious pollution and
environmental damage. Therefore all fuel, oil and chemical’s used on site must
be stored in a secured container on an impervious base. Leaking or empty oil
drums must be removed from the site immediately and disposed of via a
licensed waste disposal contractor.

3.43

Contents of any tank will be clearly marked on the tank itself, with a notice
displayed requiring that valves and trigger guns be locked when not in use

3.44

Care will be taken during the transfer of fuel or chemicals on site. A spill kit will
be available in any locations that the transfer of fuel or chemicals will be taking
place. Drip trays will be provided near any transfer device, such as a hose or
nozzle, to prevent chemical ingress into the ground.
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Details of the Excavation of Materials and the Subsurface Construction
Methodology
3.45

The contractor will excavate material and construct subsurface infrastructure in
accordance with the agreed design proposals. The appointed contractor will
provide a method statement in due course providing details on how the works
will be undertaken
The Considerate Constructors Scheme

3.46

The site will be managed by principles set within the Considerate Constructors
Scheme (CCS). This national scheme, endorsed by Central Government, has
been created by the construction industry to improve the industry’s image
through better, more professional working practices.

3.47

The scheme provides for all registered sites to follow its Code of Practice with
its broad principles being as follows:


Considerate – Work to be carried out with consideration to the public,
businesses, site personnel and visitors.



Environmentally Conscious – Noise to be kept to a minimum with
attention to waste management and pollution.



Cleanliness – Site to be kept clean at all times.



Good Neighbour – Good communication with neighbours.



Safe – all working practices to be carried out with care and
consideration.



Accountable – site contact details can be easily accessed.
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4.0

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

4.1

This report sets out the overall framework for the Construction Environment
Management Plan (CEMP), including managing the movement of construction
and delivery traffic to/from the development site, for the construction of 225
dwellings (167 in outline permission and 58 in full permission) on land south of
Romsey Avenue, Portchester. The location of the site can be seen in Figure
1.1.

4.2

A CEMP is required by FBC before the commencement of the development in
order to ensure that all aspects of construction is controlled and monitored and
does not cause issues to third parties who surround the development site.

4.3

This report sets out the overall framework for managing the environmental
impact of the development and the movement of construction and delivery
traffic to/from the development site. Its main purpose is to ensure that a range
of extensive preventative measures are in place to minimise the potential
impact of the development on the travelling public, whilst also ensuring the large
delivery vehicle movements associated with the development do not create any
unnecessary safety concerns.

4.4

Access for construction vehicles will be sought via the A27 and Beaulieu
Avenue then accessing the site via the access road of Romsey Avenue. This
strategy is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

4.5

Deliveries to the site will be restricted in terms of vehicle size and delivery
periods. All vehicles associated with the site will be parked internal to the site
and are not permitted to park on the surrounding road network.

4.6

During the construction of the development, the developer will seek to minimise
disruption to local residents. It is expected that the minor increase in traffic will
not cause any delays, safety problems or amenity issues for pedestrians.

4.7

A Site Manager will be appointed and contact details of the Site Manager will be
provided when they come available. All local residents will be informed of any
disturbances that may arise as a result of the construction period.

4.8

In view of the above it is considered that this Construction Management Plan
and the ongoing monitoring and management of the construction process
satisfies the requirements of FBC/HCC.
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4.9

It is acknowledged that small variations to the CEMP may be necessary as
development progresses and the phasing programme may change as a result.
It is proposed that this would be addressed through an ‘Open Book’ approach.
In this event, updated plans and drawings will be prepared and made available
if required by FBC and HCC Highways team.
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APPENDIX D

STUART MICHAEL ASSOCIATES

Hampshire

Personal Injury Accidents
Portchester
01-09-13 to 31-08-18
© Crown Copyright and database rights 2017. All rights reserved. HCC 100019180

Portchester
Accident Date BETWEEN '01-Sep-2013' AND '31-Aug-2018'
SLIGHT
460769/105695
08/09/2013
20:30
A27 CORNAWAY LN RBT A27 WEST ST W/BOUND APPROACH PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV WEST A27 WEST ST STOPPED BEHIND UNRECORDED MOPED AT RBT MOPED
MOVED OFF FOLLOWED BY CAR1 MOPED SUDDENLY BRAKED CAR1 BRAKED AND CAR2
BEHIND COLLIDED WITH REAR OF CAR1

130343045
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Car

DRIVER

CASUALTIES

Female
20
1
Not known Unk

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Female

AGE

20

01/10/2013
SLIGHT
460736/105761
08:00
A27 CORNERWAY LN RBT JW DORE AVE APPROACH PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV SE DORE AVE ENTERED RBT AND COLLIDED WITH N/SIDE OF P/C2 TRAV EAST
NEG RBT

130371698
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

76
34

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

34

SLIGHT
460065/105919
16:26
13/11/2013
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW THE THICKET PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV NW A27 PORTCHESTER RD FAILS TO SEE P/C2 TRAV SE A27 PORTCHESTER RD
AND TURNS RIGHT INTO THE THICKET ACROSS ITS PATH CAUSING THE RIDER TO FALL
OFF.

130429483
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

76
37

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

37

SLIGHT
460710/105507
21:00
20/03/2014
CONRAWAY LANE JW HATHERLEY DRIVE PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV SOUTH CORNAWAY LANE TURNED RIGHT FOR HATHERLEY DRIVE AND
COLLIDED WITH P/C2 TRAV NORTH CORNAWAY LANE

140098678
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

59
26

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

26

SLIGHT
459499/106083
14:30
15/04/2014
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW C371 DOWN END RD FAREHAM
CAR1 TRAV EAST A27 PORTCHESTER RD THROUGH JUNCTION DRIVER LOSES CONTROL
LEAVING C/WAY TO N/SIDE AND COLLIDES RAILINGS AND TRAFFIC SIGN

140132451
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

DRIVER

1 Car

Female

CASUALTIES

25

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Female

AGE

25

12/05/2014
SLIGHT
460063/105920
08:10
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW THE THICKET PORTCHESTER
M/C1 TRAV SOUTH THE THICKET TURNED RIGHT INTO A27 PORTCHESTER RD AND
STOPPED IN A HATCHED AREA IN CENTRE OF C/WAY. CAR2 ALSO PULLED OUT INTO THE
HATCHED AREA AND COLLIDED WITH REAR OF STATIONARY M/C1

140165595
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 M/cycle 50 - 125cc
2 Car

Narrative Report

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

54
54

1

Driver/Rider

28-November-2018

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

54

1

Portchester
Accident Date BETWEEN '01-Sep-2013' AND '31-Aug-2018'
SLIGHT
459624/106052
20/06/2014
08:12
A27 PORTCHESTER ROAD JW CAMS BAY CLOSE PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV EAST A27 PORTCHESTER ROAD WENT TO OVERTAKE P/C2 CAR1 PASSED TOO
CLOSE TO P/C2 AND COLLIDED CAUSING THE RIDER TO FALL.

140217778
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

63
15

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

15

01/07/2014
SERIOUS
460526/105803
07:40
A27 PORTCHESTER RD O/S NUMBER 120 PORTCHESTER
P/C1 TRAV SE A27 PORTCHESTER RD IN CYCLE LANE FAILED TO NOTICE HGV2 STOPPED
AGAINST NORTH KERB OF A27. P/C1 COLLIDED WITH REAR HGV2

140232460
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Pedal Cycle
2 Goods 3.5 - 7.5t

DRIVER

CASUALTIES

Female
33
1
Not known Unk

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SERIOUS

1

Female

AGE

33

SLIGHT
459805/105975
16:10
07/08/2014
A27 PORTCHESTER RD/CONDOR AVE RBT JW CONDOR AVE FAREHAM
VAN2 TRAV SE A27 PORTCHESTER ROAD AROUND RBT, OVERTAKES TOO CLOSELY AND
COLLIDES WITH P/C1 TRAV SE, CAUSING RIDER TO FALL OFF.

140284567
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Pedal Cycle
2 Van/Goods < 3.5t

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

35
21

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

35

SLIGHT
460731/105761
06:30
09/09/2014
A27 CORNAWAY LN RBT JW DORE AVE APPROACH PORCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV SOUTH ALONG DORE AVENUE ENTERED ROUNDABOUT AT A27 PORCHESTER
ROAD INTO PATH OF PC2 TRAV EAST ACROSS ROUNDABOUT PC2 COLLIDED WITH OFFSIDE
CAR1

140326322
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

26
32

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

32

SLIGHT
460720/105680
12:19
10/09/2014
A27 CORNERWAY LN RBT CORNAWAY LN APPROACH PORTCHESTER
CAR2 TRAV NW FROM CORNAWAY LANE APPROACH RBT FAILED TO STOP COLLIDED WITH
REAR OF CAR1 WAITING IN QUEUE OF TRAFFIC APPROACHING RBT

140327847
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Car

DRIVER

CASUALTIES

Female
60
1
Not known Unk

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Female

AGE

60

12/11/2014
SLIGHT
460398/105833
08:25
A27 PORCHESTER RD JW RIBBLE GARDENS, PORCHESTER
M/C1 TRAV EAST A27 PORTCHESTER RD OVERTOOK CAR2 IN FRONT. RIDER M/C1 SOUNDED
HORN AND DRIVER CAR2 GESTICULATED AT RIDER WHO SLOWED AND CAR2 COLLIDED
WITH REAR OF M/C1

140406589
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 M/cycle <= 50cc
2 Car

Narrative Report

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

35
1
Unk

Driver/Rider

28-November-2018

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

35

2

Portchester
Accident Date BETWEEN '01-Sep-2013' AND '31-Aug-2018'
SLIGHT
460743/105800
27/11/2014
08:00
DORE AVE JW THE CROSSWAY, PORTCHESTER
P/C2 TRAV SOUTH DORE AVE ON PAVEMENT, ENTERS THE CROSSWAY AND COLLIDES
WITH CAR1 STATIONARY FACING WEST THE CROSSWAY AT JUNCTION.

140424765
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

CASUALTIES

Not known Unk 1
Male
11

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

11

09/12/2014
SLIGHT
460651/105687
09:00
HATHERLEY CRES O/S NUMBER 72, PORTCHESTER
CAR2 TRAV SE HATHERLEY CRESCENT NEG R/HAND BEND, DRIVER DAZZLED BY SUN AND
VEERED INTO OPP C/WAY AND COLLIDES WITH CAR1 TRAV NW

140438897
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Car

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

21
1
Unk

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

21

SERIOUS
460730/105759
10:45
24/12/2014
A27 CORNERWAY LN RBT JW DORE AVE PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV SOUTH DORE AVE PULLED ONTO A27 RBT COLLIDING WITH PC2 TRAV SE A27
NEG RBT

140456888
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

Male
Female

CASUALTIES

34
44

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SERIOUS

2

Female

AGE

44

SLIGHT
460735/105758
15:30
24/02/2015
A27 CORNERWAY LN RBT JW DORE AVE APPROACH PORTCHESTER
CAR2 TRAV SOUTH DORE AVE PULLED ONTO A27 RBT COLLIDED WITH PC1 TRAV SE NEG
RBT

150064508
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Pedal Cycle
2 Car

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

20
1
Unk

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

20

SLIGHT
459812/105973
15:30
14/03/2015
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW CONDOR AVE PORTCHESTER
MC1 TRAV E ALONG A27 PORTCHESTER ROAD NEGOTIATING ROUNDABOUT INTENDING TO
GO STRAIGHT ON CAR2 OVERTOOK MC1 ON THE ROUNDABOUT CAUSING MC1 TO SWERVE
AND RIDER FELL FROM VEHICLE

150087628
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 M/cycle 50 - 125cc
2 Car

DRIVER

CASUALTIES

Male
17
1
Not known Unk

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

17

17/03/2015
SLIGHT
460067/105921
19:00
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW THE THICKET PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV SOUTH THE THICKET TURNED LEFT INTO A27 PORTCHESTER RD INTO THE
PATH OF M/C2 TRAV EAST DRIVER SWERVED INTO OPPOSING LANE TO AVOID A COLLISION
CAUSING THE RIDER TO FALL.

150091400
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 M/cycle > 500cc

Narrative Report

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

75
26

1

Driver/Rider

28-November-2018

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

26

3

Portchester
Accident Date BETWEEN '01-Sep-2013' AND '31-Aug-2018'
SLIGHT
460732/105759
24/03/2015
20:02
A27 CORNERWAY LN RBT JW DORE AVE PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV SOUTH DORE AVE ENTERED RBT INTO PATH OF AND COLLIDED WITH PC2
TRAV SE NEG RBT

150100048
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

CASUALTIES

Not known Unk 1
Male
52

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

52

27/04/2015
SLIGHT
459753/105996
09:10
A27 PORTCHESTER RD 50M WEST OF CONDOR AVE, PORTCHESTER,
CAR1 TRAV EAST A27 PORTCHESTER RD IN LANE 1 MOVED INTO LANE 2 AND COLLIDED
WITH M/C2

150140934
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 M/cycle <= 50cc

DRIVER

Male
Female

CASUALTIES

25
18

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Female

AGE

18

SLIGHT
460574/105709
08:45
03/09/2015
HATHERLEY CRES JW STONELEIGH CLOSE PORTCHESTER
VAN1 TRAV EAST HATHERLEY CRES COLLIDES WITH ADULT MAALE PED1 STANDING IN
ROAD ASSISTING CHILD TO ALIGHT FROM PARKED UNRECORDED VEH.

150305521
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Van/Goods < 3.5t

DRIVER

Female

CASUALTIES

64

1

Pedestrian

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

50

16/09/2015
SLIGHT
460232/105733
17:20
ROMSEY AVE O/S NUMBER 21, PORTCHESTER
M/C1 TRAV WEST ROMSEY AVE WHEN CAR2 PULLED FROM A PARKING SPACE O/S A
PROPERTY INTO THE PATH OF M/C1 CAUSING IT TO COLLIDE WITH N/SIDE OF CAR2

150321979
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 M/cycle <= 50cc
2 Car

DRIVER

CASUALTIES

Male
16
1
Not known Unk

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

16

SERIOUS
459493/106072
15:30
24/09/2015
A27 PORTCHESTER RD J/W SHEARWATER AVE PORTCHESTER
PED CROSSING FROM N/S JUST AS PED CROSSING PHASE FINISHED STRUCK BY STAT M/C
FACING WEST TOWARDS FAREHAM MOVING OFF AS LIGHTS TURNED GREEN FOR TRAFFIC

150331715
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 M/cycle 125 - 500cc

DRIVER

CASUALTIES

Not known Unk 1

Pedestrian

VEH SEX

SERIOUS

1

Male

AGE

11

13/11/2015
SERIOUS
460068/105912
08:10
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW THE THICKET FAREHAM
CAR1 TRAV NW A27 PORTCHESTER RD SLOWS FOR TRAFFIC AHEAD. FOLLOWING M/C2
FAILS TO SLOW AND COLLIDES WITH REAR OF CAR1

150394601
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 M/cycle 50 - 125cc

Narrative Report

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

52
21

1

Driver/Rider

28-November-2018

VEH SEX

SERIOUS

2

Male

AGE

21

4

Portchester
Accident Date BETWEEN '01-Sep-2013' AND '31-Aug-2018'
SLIGHT
460772/105956
23/12/2015
08:30
DORE AVENUE AT JUNCTION WITH UPPER CORNWAY LANE, PORTCHESTER, HAMPSHIRE
VEH 1 (CAR) TRAVELLING N ALONG DORE AVENUE TURNED LEFT INTO UPPER CORNWAY
LANE AND COLLIDED WITH VEH 2 (P/CYCLE) TRAVELLING S WHICH WAS CROSSING THE
JUNCTION OF UPPER CORNWAY LANE FROM PAVEMENT TO PAVEMENT.

150450816
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

CASUALTIES

Not known Unk 1
Female
43

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Female

AGE

43

01/06/2016
SLIGHT
460719/105686
10:55
A27 CORNAWAY LN RBT JW CORNAWAY LN APPROACH PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV NORTH CORNAWAY LANE COLLIDED WITH REAR OF PC2 WAITING TO ENTER
THE RBT

160209779
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

Male
Female

CASUALTIES

69
70

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Female

AGE

70

SLIGHT
460735/105759
06:00
13/07/2016
A27 CORNAWAY LN RBT JW DORE AVE APPROACH PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV SOUTH DORE AVE ENTERED RBT AND COLLIDED WITH N/SIDE OF PC2 TRAV SE
NEG RBT

160260130
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

52
43

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

43

SLIGHT
460714/105690
14:20
28/07/2016
A27 CORNAWAY LN RBT JW CORNAWAY LN APPROCH PORTCHESTER
CAR2 TRAV NORTH CORNAWAY LANE ENTERED RBT COLLIDED WITH PC1 TRAV NW NEG
RBT

160281700
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Pedal Cycle
2 Car

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

32
1
Unk

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

32

SERIOUS
459812/105972
08:35
09/08/2016
A27 PORTCHESTER RD/OYSELL GDNS RBT PORTCHESTER
M/C1 TRAV EAST NEG RBT FROM FAREHAM TOWARDS PORTCHESTER COLLIDED WITH O/S
OF CAR2 TRAV SOUTH TURNING RIGHT AT RBT FROM OYSELL GDNS TO TRAV WEST
TOWARDS FAREHAM

160297126
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 M/cycle 50 - 125cc
2 Car

DRIVER

Male
Female

CASUALTIES

24
44

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SERIOUS

1

Male

AGE

24

02/09/2016
SLIGHT
459479/106082
20:00
A27 PORTCHESTER RD J/W DOWNEND RD PORTCHESTER
STAT CAR1 FACING EAST FROM FAREHAM MOVED OFF THEN COLLIDED WITH CAR2
TURNING RIGHT TO TRAV NORTH INTO DOWNEND RD

160330946
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

DRIVER

1 Car
2 Car

Male
Female

Narrative Report

CASUALTIES

34
21

1
2

Driver/Rider
Driver/Rider

28-November-2018

VEH SEX

SLIGHT
SLIGHT

2
1

Female
Male

AGE

21
34

5

Portchester
Accident Date BETWEEN '01-Sep-2013' AND '31-Aug-2018'
SLIGHT
459813/105974
06/09/2016
20:45
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW OYSELL GDNS PORTCHESTER
PC1 TRAV E ACROSS THE RBT ON PORTCHESTER ROAD CAR2 TRAV S FROM OYSELL
GARDENS ENTERED THE RBT AND COLLIDED WITH NEARSIDE OF PC1

160336063
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Pedal Cycle
2 Car

DRIVER

CASUALTIES

Male
28
1
Not known Unk

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

28

11/10/2016
SLIGHT
459615/106054
08:20
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW CAMS BAY CLOSE PORTCHESTER
LORRY1 TRAV EAST A27 PORTCHESTER RD BEGINS TO OVERTAKE P/C2 BUT UNABLE TO
GIVE P/C2 ENOUGH SPACE DUE TO UNKNOWN VEH OVERTAKING HGV1 WHICH COLLIDED
WITH O/SIDE OF P/C2 AND RIDER TO FALL.

160383803
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Goods 3.5 - 7.5t
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

63
34

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

34

SLIGHT
460073/105916
14:00
11/10/2016
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW THE THICKET PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV SOUTHEAST FROM JUNCTION DRIVER LOST CONTROL CAUSING VEH TO
SWERVE TO O/S THEN COLLIDE WITH CAR2 TRAV NORTHWEST APPROACHING JUNCTION
FROM PORTCHESTER

160384421
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Car

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

59
80

1

Passenger

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Female

AGE

46

SLIGHT
460057/105922
18:32
15/11/2016
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW THE THICKET PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV SE A27 PORTCHESTER RD SLOWED TO TURN LEFT INTO THE THICKET. P/C2
TRAV SE IN CYCLE LANE BUT THEN MOVED OUT TO PASS CAR1 ON ITS O/SIDE COLLIDED
WITH REAR OF CAR1

160431831
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

Female
Male

CASUALTIES

38
46

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

46

SLIGHT
460734/105761
06:50
20/11/2016
A27 CORNAWAY LN RBT JW DORE AVE APPROACH PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV SOUTH DORE AVE ENTERED RBT AND COLLIDED WITH N/SIDE OF PC2 TRAV SE
NEG RBT CAUSING THE RIDER TO FALL

160437879
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

Male
Female

CASUALTIES

37
17

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Female

AGE

17

03/01/2017
SLIGHT
460718/105689
17:20
A27CORNAWAY LN RBT JW CORNAWAY LN APPROACH PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV NW CORNAWAY LANE FAILED TO SEE PC2 TRAV NW NEG RBT AND PULLED
ONTO RBT AND COLLIDED WITH PC2

44170002965
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

Narrative Report

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

66
20

1

Driver/Rider

28-November-2018

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

20

6

Portchester
Accident Date BETWEEN '01-Sep-2013' AND '31-Aug-2018'
SLIGHT
459487/106071
18/01/2017
16:15
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW SHEARWATER AVE FAREHAM
CAR2 TRAV WEST A27 PORTCHESTER RD DRIVER THINKS TRAFFIC LIGHTS ARE CHANGING
TO GREEN AND COLLIDES WITH REAR OF CAR1 STATIONARY AT TRAFFIC LIGHTS

44170022356
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

DRIVER

1 Car
2 Car

Female
Female

CASUALTIES

24
26

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Female

AGE

24

15/02/2017
SLIGHT
460733/105762
07:00
A27 CORNAWAY LN RBT JW DORE AVE APPROACH PORCHESTER
CAR2 TRAV SOUTH DORE AVE FAILED TO SEE PC1 TRAV EAST NEG RBT PULLED ONTO RBT
AND COLLIDED WITH PC1

44170058696
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Pedal Cycle
2 Car

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

46
1
Unk

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

46

SLIGHT
460230/105863
12:32
31/03/2017
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW NUMBER 71 PORTCHESTER
CAR1 TRAV NORTH FROM NUMBER 71 TO TURN RIGHT ONTO A27 PORTCHESTER RD. A BUS
TRAV NW WAVED DRIVER CAR1 OUT. CAR1 HIT BY M/C2 TRAV NW A27 PORTCHESTER RD
OVERTAKING BUS

44170119915
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 M/cycle <= 50cc

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

27
48

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

48

SLIGHT
460720/105680
16:25
24/05/2017
A27 CORNWAY LN RBT CORNAWAY LN APPROACH PORCHESTER
VAN1 STATIC AT RB CAR2 DRIVER THOUGHT VAN1 HAD PULLED AWAY AND COLLIDED
WITH REAR VAN1

44170195672
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Goods unknown weight
2 Car

DRIVER

Male
Female

CASUALTIES

58
52

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Female

AGE

52

SERIOUS
460176/105880
03:00
06/06/2017
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW BEAULIEU AVE PORTCHESTER
M/C1 TRAV SE A27 PORTCHESTER RD IN HEAVY DRIZZLE WHEN FOR UNKNOWN REASON
VEH COLLIDES WITH CENTRE ISLAND APPROACHING JUNCTION CAUSING RIDER TO FALL
OFF

44170213265
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 M/cycle 50 - 125cc

DRIVER

Male

CASUALTIES

25

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SERIOUS

1

Male

AGE

25

15/06/2017
SLIGHT
460736/105760
17:25
A27 CORNAWAY LN RBT JW DORE AVE APPROACH PORCHESTER
VAN1 TRAV SOUTH DORE AVE FAILS TO GIVE WAY AND ENTERS RBT INTO PATH OF P/C2
TRAV SE NEG RBT AND COLLIDES.

44170228069
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Van/Goods < 3.5t
2 Pedal Cycle

Narrative Report

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

26
41

1

Driver/Rider

28-November-2018

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

41

7

Portchester
Accident Date BETWEEN '01-Sep-2013' AND '31-Aug-2018'
SLIGHT
460038/105919
22/08/2017
21:00
A27 PORTCHESTER RD J/W THE THICKET FAREHAM
P/C1 TRAV WEST FROM JUNCTION TOWARDS FAREHAM STRUCK IN REAR BY FOLLOWING
UNKNOWN CAR2 RIDER THEN PARTED FROM MACHINE

44170325591
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Pedal Cycle
2 Car

DRIVER

CASUALTIES

Male
37
1
Not known Unk

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

37

17/10/2017
SLIGHT
459797/105948
07:27
A27 PORTCHESTER RD JW CONDOR AVE RBT PORTCHESTER
PC2 TRAV E ALONG SOUTH PAVEMENT OF A27 PORTSMOUTH ROAD ENTERED CONDOR
AVENUE AND COLLIDED WITH NEARSIDE CAR1 TRAV N ALONG CONDOR AVENUE TOWRDS
RBT

44170402984
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Car
2 Pedal Cycle

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

36
37

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

2

Male

AGE

37

SLIGHT
459580/106035
15:09
22/11/2017
BIRDWOOD GROVE JW A27 PORTCHESTER RD PORTCHESTER
HGV2 PARKED BIRDWOOD GROVE WITH RUBBISH BLOWING INTO ROAD CAUSING M/C1
TRAV NORTH BIRDWOOD GROVE TO LOSE CONTROL ON CORROGATED PLASTIC IN ROAD
CAUSING RIDER TO FALL OFF.

44170455135
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 M/cycle 50 - 125cc
2 Goods > 7.5t

DRIVER

CASUALTIES

Male
17
1
Not known Unk

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

17

SLIGHT
460735/105761
07:19
24/11/2017
A27 CORNAWAY LN RBT ON CIRCULATORY ADJACENT TO DORE AVE PORCHESTER
PC1 TRAV ON CIRCULATORY OF A27 CORNAWAY LANE RBT CAR2 PULLING OUT OF DORE
AVENUE FAILED TO GIVE WAY AND COLLIDED WITH PC2

44170457336
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Pedal Cycle
2 Car

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

36
62

1

Driver/Rider

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

36

SLIGHT
460699/105762
13:00
05/02/2018
A27 CORNAWAY LN RBT ON CIRCULATORY APPROACHING JW DORE AVE PORTCHESTER?
PC1 TRAV NE ON RBT INTENDING TO TURN OFF ON DORE AVENUE IS STRUCK BY CAR2
TRAV E ACROSS THE RBT RIDER OF PC1 FELL FROM VEHICLE?

44180047506
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION

VEHICLES

1 Pedal Cycle
2 Car

Narrative Report

DRIVER

Male
Male

CASUALTIES

55
33

1

Driver/Rider

28-November-2018

VEH SEX

SLIGHT

1

Male

AGE

55

8

